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There is much to celebrate in 2013, not the least of which is just
making it past the Mayan calendar curse of 12/21/12. Considering the
alternative they predicted for us, I’m happy to be experiencing the cold
charm of winter in Central Pennsylvania. Bring on that “Icy Snow mixed
with Freezing Rain” and temperatures that bounce up and down the
thermometer like a self-activated, dual personality, Jack-in-the-box. Knowing that
Spring, and our Conference, are on the horizon is sweet comfort.

On April 27th, Keysner Poets will host PPS’ 2013 Spring Conference at the Allenberry
Resort Inn and Playhouse. The highlights will be the presentation of the PPS 2013
Poetry Contest awards, reading of prize poems by the authors, a workshop to stir our
poetic juices, a raffle, and morning coffee and sticky buns to start things off properly.
Sandwiched in-between the workshop, awards, and readings, is an excellent and
bountiful lunch buffet. All of this is in addition to the camaraderie of fellow poets.

Allenberry is a prime location obviously created by someone with a poet’s heart and
soul. Historic buildings nestled off the beaten path among mature trees,  fine
hospitality, good food, centrally located…I could go on and on. It has long been a
favorite location of PPS. For those who have attended a past Conference at
Allenberry, fond memories bring us back. For others, you’ll never know how much
you’ve missed by not attending.

HELP WANTED: Small, artistic-oriented nonprofit seeks a few good women and men
to fill current and anticipated vacancies. Work from home. Set your own hours. Start
immediately.

There are currently positions in PPS staffed on a stopgap basis and other positions
where the incumbent remains in harness long past the point of fairness. The sense of
duty to PPS of these individuals seems to exceed their sense of duty to self. We all
know and admire these members who  roll up their sleeves and do the work that
makes the machinery of PPS function, but it’s high time we allow them to transition to
a mentoring role for those individuals willing to take their place. Please consider
serving your organization more actively by giving of your time and talents to one of the
following positions which are described Online @PPS.com:  Pegasus Chair,
Nominating Committee Chair, Treasurer, and Newsletter Editor.  Call me at 17-724-
7976.

                                                                Richard “Dick” Lake, President
                                                                Pennsylvania Poetry Society

“A poet can survive everything but a misprint.” -- Oscar Wilde
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      P P S  C O N T A C T S

President:  Richard T. Lake
lmmediate-past President:
                 DeAnna Spurlock
Vice President: Susan Vernon
lmmediate-past Vice President:
                 Lynn Fetterolf
Secretary: Ann Gasser
Temporary Treasurer: Richard T. Lake
Historian: Toni Carey
Trustees:
(2014)  Catherine Hoffman
            Susan Vernon
(2016)  Walter Brandenberg
            Mark Starkweather
(2017) Membership Committee
           Nancy Henry Kline, Chair
           Kara Valore
           Marilyn Downing
Pegasus Contest Chair
           Marilyn Downing
Prize Poems: Ann Gasser
Endowments & Audit: The Trustees
Temporary Sylvan Editor: Ann Gasser
Mailing:  PPS Volunteers
PPS Webmaster: Billy Pennington

   ADDRESSES & PHONE NUMBERS

Richard Lake
501 Second Street
New Cumberland, PA 17070
e-mail:  lakeeerie@yahoo.com

Susan Vernon
1108 Linn Drive
Carlisle,  PA  17013
snvernon@comcast.net

Ann Gasser
80lSpruce Street
West Reading, PA 19611-1448
aubadeg@verizon.net

Nancy Henry Kline
1040 Dogwood Drive, Box 125
Cornwall, PA  17016
jpkline31@verizon.net

Marilyn Downing
137 Apple Lane
Hershey,  PA  17033
mmdowning1@verizon.net

The Carlisle Poets Workshop had a successful poetry contest this past
year. There were entrants from New York State to Texas. Congratula-
tions to all our winners! Please plan to enter again next year.

Plans are being made for a fundraiser displaying the artwork, CD, and
poetry of former CPW and PPS member, Kay Freiberg, at the Carlisle
Arts Learning Center (CALC) in Carlisle this spring. Many chapbooks
from former members will also be on sale. If anyone is interested in pur-
chasing some of these, they will be on display at the spring conference.
The members of CPW are submitting poetry for an anthology to be pub-
lished this coming year. We are very excited about getting this accom-
plished. Our meetings will be held on the second Saturday of the month
at 1:00 PM in the upcoming months in the meeting rooms of the newly
expanded and remodeled Bosler Free Public Library on West High
Street in Carlisle. Come and visit when you are in town. CPW hopes to
attract some new members at this busy central meetingplace in our
community.

CARLISLE POETS....

PPS WELCOMES NEW MEMBERS....

LISA                       BARNETT

BARBARA           BLANKS

ROBERT L.           BROWN

CHRISTINE           BRYAN

LISA C.           CANTWELL

DANA             DESIMON

DORIS           DI SAVINO

BENJAMIN A.           DUGGER

CHRISTINA           HEIL

MARSHA R.           HOOD

DORY R.           MAGUIRE

MYRNA J.           MORTON

INA                       PERLMUTER

JEANI M.           PICKLESIMER

GENEVA           POLITZER

DEAN                      SMITH

TOM                       SPENCER

MARY                      WARNER

ELVA J.S.           WINTER

HAVERTOWN,  PA

GARLAND,  TX

CEDAR HILLS,  UT

TEMPLE,  PA

SABILLASVILLE,  MD

GETTYSBURG,  PA

LANCASTER,  PA

ELIZABETHTOWN,  TN

FAIRLESS HILLS,  PA

GLENSHAW,  PA

DILLSBURG,  PA

BIGLERVILLE,  PA

NORTHBROOK,  IL

ASHLAND, KY

CARLISLE,  PA

CHAMBERSBURG, PA

LOWELL, IN

HARRISBURG,  PA

DOVER, PA
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CHARACTER SKETCHES--If you have an interesting memory of a PPS member who has left us for the Great Beyond and
you would like to share it with our members in a future issue, please submit it to your editor. Here is a sample:

                                                       REMEMBERING JACK GILLESPIE

 Jack Gillespie was a member of the Wallace Stevens Chapter which met in the Reading srea.  For several years he
served as a member of the PPS Critique Committee. Jack did not promote himself the way some writers do, but seemed
content to listen and to share his poetry when asked to do so.  His favorite attire was a
rainbow colored tie-dyed tee shirt reminiscent of the 70's, and most of what I learned
about him was in bits and pieces. He was born in the shadow of the George Washington
Bridge in Manhattan,  moved to Brooklyn where he grew up with Isaac Asimov.  He was in
the Merchant Marines during WWII ferrying troop ships and reading every book in the
ship's library during that time. One facet of Jack's past I learned from the Internet after he
died.  A man who had known him as a youth wrote about how Jack and several friends
made a journey by car from New York to the first Science Fiction Conference ever held in
Chicago in 1939. They were avid fans of Science Fiction and had formed a New York
group called The Futurians. The author mentioned that some time laterJack had fallen in
love with the stunningly beautiful girlfriend of another Futurian and had married her. (Jack
never mentioned a wife, although we knew he had two sons.)  A book was written about
"The Futurians" but one must be extremely lucky to find a copy of it today.  Jack was a
true romantic who wrote rhythmic poetry as well as free verse, and he had a delicious
sense of humor and fantasy although many of his poems seemed to come from a deep
inner sadness. His favorite poets were Sara Teasdale and Eleanor Wylie.  Here are some
samples of Jack's poetry.  The first had an epigram from "Crime and Punishment" which
read:
           "We always imagine eternity as something beyond our conception,
          something vast!  But why must it be vast?  Instead of
          all that, what  if it's one little room, like a bathhouse in
          the country, black  and grimy,  and spiders in every
          corner, and that's all eternity is?"
                                                             ---Fyodor Dostoevsky

       DOSTOEVSKY'S SPIDERS

Let us wander down the midway again
wrap ourselves in cotton candy,
dally with illusion,
and play games that aren't what they
seem.
And consider--
how elusive is the kewpie doll,
and confuse ourselves with concepts and
calliopes.
After all
it is a carnival,
and we have come to be bemused
by shells and shills and sellers of
Eternity.

Poor dear Eternity,
She doesn't even know the carnival,
and like the gypsy moon
admits no master,
but artless and demure,
she dwells in dignity beside the pastry shop
on infinite Duval Street,
and all the talk about a bathhouse
is absurd.

    AND I ALWAYS
       CLAP
          FOR TINKERBELL

Baptized in brandy
No hope for my souI
Damned as a player
Deprived of a role

Damned as a doubter
Delightfully damned
For l prefer blood
To remain in the lamb.

I cradle the serpent
All vagabond light
And scorn the conceit
Of' sanctified right

And scorn to rejoice
ln their virtuous seasons
When bellies are bloated
For opposite reasons.

Brat of a beggar
I ioyfully ride
With brigands and harlots
And greed for a guide.

Let piety pray
Till its holiness rots
Properly strangled
ln vanity's knots

The prattle of preachers
l'm quick to forget
For truth is the flounce
Of a gypsy coquette

Her smile is salvation
A dove on the rise
And HelI the awareness
Of pain in her eyes.

l love in the world
And live to no goaI
Baptized in brandy
No hope for my souI.

            ON PROFUNDITY

   Those soft and wistful yearnings
   that lightly float upon the air
   like little bits of rainbow dust
   might just be all we have to share.

BLOCK-BUSTER

If you ever find yourself with a case

of “Writers’ Block,” one of the best

ways to unblock is to read some

poems by another poet.  It doesn’t

matter whether you love their poem,

hate it, or if you are indifferent to it,

it can inspire you to write—talk back

to it!   Just read a poem, take a

minute or two to think about what

you have read, then sit down and

write.  You can start off with some

thought you got from the poem and

expand on it, give it your own spin,

or you can go in an opposite

direction, let your mind create a

rebuttal to what the poet has said.

It works for me every time!
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   THE SILENT SENTINEL

                    —by Constance Trump

Gently swaying nubile buds

tiny saplings start to grow

each one standing in its place

some will wither from the snow.

Others wind or blight may maim, yet

ever stoic day and night

roots dip deeper in the soil

preparing to put up a fight.

Days and weeks and months and years

fly by to find one there

still standing, wider, fuller

bird's nests tangled in its hair.

What sights and sounds and smells

have passed beneath you, silent one

what witness can you testify

of what has come and gone?

   POEMS

      ABOUT

     AGING

PPS Members’ Poetry Challenge—                                                                     Winter  2013

   THE PILL BOX

                 —by Pam Barney

The week sits in front of me

on the kitchen counter,

closed compartments marked

SMTWTFS in a row.

My thumb pushes Sunday's lid open,

and my week begins.

It marches on, day by day,

and too soon Saturday's box

empties into my palm.

I click the lid shut,

and another week's gone.

The curtains hanging in life's window

have twitched a little closer

to fully drawn.

   Too Soon Oldt!

 (Amaranth Form)

     —by

Susan Nelson Vernon

Good grief!

It’s here!

Not so

glamorous-

SIXTY!

How will I

manage to find

some “La Dol-

ce Vita” now?

GROCERY STORE

           CHECK-OUT LINE

                      —by Jacqueline Moffett

Hello, Why my goodness, hello

How are you?

Fine, just fine. How about you?

Hangin' in there

How is your husband?

Still playing golf

Your mother, how is your mother?

Healthy, still living along

At her age, remarkable!

I haven't seen your children in years

Both in college, doing well

Why, the last time I saw them,

they were this high

I know, time flies...

We should get together, let's do lunch

That's a great idea

So long...

So long...

Brows furrowed, I pondered

Your editor made an unforgivable mistake in the

 last issue—listed the wrong person’s name with

one of the poems.  My sincere apology to

Constance Trump whose poem appears below:

          FEELING LIKE THE NUMBER NINE

                         —by Loretta Diane Walker

Today I feel like the number nine.

Its malleable round head tilts into the next phase

while its thin tail points to the end of something.

It’s been the bridge between different stages of my life.

As an adolescent, I knew the importance of nine.

Knew it was the last single digit I had to conquer

before acquiring the bragging rights of being ten.

Nine matured to nineteen,

rolled playfully through the twenties

with no children, husband or mortgage

then whirled through the thirties.

My biological clock ticked louder

than the sound of tornado winds

and my emotions were tornadoes.

Releasing thirty-nine, I grabbed forty

with the fury of a tornado then changed my dream.

Today I will manipulate nine’s round head

until it forms a perfect zero. Tomorrow I will

put it behind five’s flat top, wrap myself in a

blue shawl of contentment and celebrate fifty.

               AGELESS

                       —by Colleen Yarusavage

I cannot write an “aging” poem.

I’m just not old enough.

Some people change as time goes by,

but I’m just 27!

I went to school and married, and

I raised two handsome boys.

They’ve grown into such nice, young men,

while I’m still 27!

My eldest now is married, and

he has two darling sons.

This grandma plays on floors with trains.

Good thing I’m 27!

Someday I’ll be probably retire;

my obit will appear.

“She lived a rich and happy life,

then died at … 27?!”
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                  THE NEXT LEVEL

                          —by Charalotte Zuzak

I dislike the term "senior citizen"' still can't decide

what age that happened; I cringe when I read of social events

where youthful choirs are brought in to sing for "our golden agers"

I can't stand the ads for scooter chairs, I'm still on the treadmill

at the Y pumping my legs which still can move, no hip or knee

replacement. I don't go to Florida, preferring four seasons

and I love a hard snowstorm with knitting and reading.

I still can drive, my sight is good

corrected with glasses since I was a girl,

I'm a widow and survivor of breast cancer,

the future is mine for however long.

Next month I travel to Europe,

nothing will stop me, I turn a new page.

        GROWN AND ALONE

                               —by Mark Hudson

As I grow older, I get enlightened,

when I was younger, I thought I'd be frightened.

My brain gets better, my mind is expanding,

my belly gets bigger, so I'm not often standing.

In the fall I was exercising a lot,

now it's winter and I sleep like a tot.

The dreams that appear in my head are bizarre,

as if I was trying to cover a scar.

All around people are getting sick,

I'm healthy, with all of the vices I've kicked.

Americans are constantly ruining their health,

and creating a heart attack, just to get wealth.

I just take each day as it comes,

so far my stomach has no need for Tums.

Death is coming, I need to prepare,

I would be bored in a rocking chair.

The life expectancy of people gets higher,

as long as I can write I will never retire!

Poetry Challenge— (continued)                                              Winter  2013

WATCHING MYSELF IN FADING LIGHT

                  —by Carla Christopher

I twist and arch in front of a mirror

and I wonder at the girls

so obsessed with form and shape,

the tautness of muscle,

the presence or absence of softness

in thigh hip buttock breast

My hand has path lines now

that fade, disappear or wander aimless

into invisible and innumerable horizons

depending on the time of day and available light

in which my hand is working

It is as if my flesh is losing definition

shape sliding into malleable smoothness

that rests upon whatever

wherever it falls

I slowly lose the strength to hold a form of my own

and search for moments of gracious surrender

How very many shapes there are

to borrow a moment of rest upon

              VIEW FROM NEAR THE TOP

                        —by Marilyn Downing

How did decades pass so fast, bringing me to

a different place, now near the mountain peak!

I survey what has happened since my childish

steps ran free around a Hoosier neighborhood.

My world expanded slowly, from school to career,

then in leaps and bounds across lands and seas.

Now in the last of many homes, I revel in

memories of life, expanding and contracting.

From this mountain peak, I view new generations

and changing scenery of culture and traditions –

a rich experience. So what if steps are slower, more

deliberate…and fingers that created for decades, now

fumble with the simplest task? Children, and their

children’s children gather around on festive days,

showing each age anew in delightful ways. It’s beyond

good … grand … and now is great-grandparenthood.

BONES OF MINE

—by Jeani M. Picklesimer

tied to flesh

these bones dare not listen for

wtrispers-

beckoning from beneath the sod,

for they have dancing to do!

these bones shake and rattle..

dream of the epitome-

Michelangelo's rhythmic brush

balanced

with my undiscovered inner

rhymes

as long as these bones hold my

structure

i dream of my own sistine chapel

inked upon parchment

dreams cost nothing..

i owe it to these aging bones

     NEW YEAR’S EVE  —by Jean Syed

I wish I could be happy this New Year's Eve,

but I am like a deflated Christmas balloon

exuding the joys of middle age. How soon

oblivion draws near wanting to thieve

my past pleasures and future hopes. I grieve

the present as I hear some hateful tune

timing the ball. A year hence will be soon

enough for me who in faith can't believe.

I'd like to be waited on every hand

in my old age. A robot for the tea

instead of going to get it on my own.

And what about food that is tasteless, bland?

Bland sex? Friends who are middle elderly

watch the ball, but their faith in heaven's

                                                            known.

“I forgot it” is my mantra,

chanted morning, mght and noon.

You can bet that I’ll forget it

when it’s most inopportune.

I forgot to call the doctor

and our patient CPA.

I forgot to call our lawyer.

Will he bill me anyway?

 I forgot to pay our taxes—

estimated, it is true.

but the letter from the IRS

turned Hubby’s lips quite blue.

I wish they’d make a memory pill

I’d take it twice a day.

Then maybe my forgettery’d

get up and go away.

MANTRA —by Doris DiSavino

PPS Member at Large (but tryng to get smaller)
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POETS’ POLL.....................

    Seems like everyone is taking a poll these days, asking our

opinion about one thing or another, and it might be interesting

to hear from our PPS members.

    The Question:

                            What do YOU consider the most important quality in a poem?

 Is it the imagery in the poem—the metaphors, similes, etc.?

 Is it the way the poem stirs your emotions and makes you feel?

 Is it a superb command of the English language that impresses you?

 Is the most important thing the “beat” of the poem—its exciting rhythm and cadence?

 Is the most important thing “obscurity”when you must work to get something out of it?

 Is the most important thing “clarity”— poetry that is written for everyone—even those who are not well-educated?

 Is the most important thing the “story”a poem tells?

                                                                     Let us hear from YOU!

               THE STAGE IS SET

                         —by Maureen Applegate

I’m on the edge of discovery, turning sixty with anticipation

relishing the possibilities

reaching center stage at last.

Like Voyager crossing over the edge into deep space

my timid teens and tumultuous twenties

defined my boundaries and charted new worlds.

Like Hubble finding the edge of its universal vision

my thirties brought me spiritual awareness

defining my place in God’s plan for salvation.

As the Mayan calendar outlined epochs and eras

my forties taught me values of new learning and new degrees

launching a new life phase in career autonomy.

And as DNA and genome discoveries defined our humanity

the transitional fifties defined my resilience –

new town, new job, new grandchildren, new roles.

But sixty is a denouement –

the decade shines in the spotlight

it extends a microphone for me to speak –

at last with something worth saying.

Poetry Challenge— (continued)                                             Winter  2013

Deadline for next challenge is:

        RECEIVED AND IN-HAND  BY MAY 1, 2013

e-mail (in body of message—no attachments)—

to aubadeg@verizon.net

or snail-mail to:                                  (you need only one copy)

                                Ann Gasser

                                801 Spruce Street,

                                West Reading, PA  19611-1448

  New Challenge...........

      Doris DiSavino has suggested this challenge:

Write a four line stanza to complete the thought of another

poem.  She uses the following four lines from “The

Singing Sands” by Josephine Tey (Elizabeth Makintosh.)

“The beasts that talk,

the streams that stand,

the stones that walk,

the singing sand...”

      Doris offers the following example:

The trees that dance,

the sentry skies

that guard the way

to Paradise.

To make this exercise less confining,  your editor suggests

that each poet may choose any rhymed four line stanza for

inspiration, by any poet, including himself or herself.  Give

the source of the original 4 lines and make sure the rhythm

and general style of your 4 lines match those of the original

4 lines.  My examples follow:

Original:  “A Drink With Something In It” by Ogden Nash

           “There is something about a Martini,

A tingle remarkably pleasant;

A yellow, a mellow Martini;

I wish I had one at present...”

Mine: There is something about a Martini,

But for taste as smooth as satin,

To tell the truth I’d prefer my vermouth

Drowned in a golden Manhattan.
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A BIT OF PPS HISTORY....

The Pennsylvania Poetry Society was founded by Colonel Henry W.
Shoemaker,  who was at that time the Director of the State Museum.
Fourteen people attended the organizational meeting which was held on
October 21, 1949 under the wing of the Pennsylvania Folklore Society.
The group elected Blanche Whiting Keysner as its first president.
Incorporation of the Pennsylvania Poetry Society was accomplished in
1966 through the kindness of William S. Middleton and Thomas I. Myers.

Ten years later, when the National Federation of State Poetry Societies
was formed in 1959 by Mary B. Wall, at a meeting in Louisiana, one of her
good friends was Cecilia Parsons Miller of Carlisle,  PA. who was
then President of PPS.  Cecilia was undoubtedly responsible for
suggesting that the next year’s meeting of the new organization be held in
Philadelphia.  It was there, in 1960, that the NFSPS Constitution was
adopted and Cecilia Parsons Miller became its first President.  She also
served another term as President of PPS 1977-1981  Cecilia was a feisty
little woman who in her college days had earned the distinction of being
the first female student in the U.S.to be a collegiate drum major, not just a
majorette like those we know today, but a full-fledged drum major who led
the whole college band onto the field to perform.  When I met her twenty-
three years later, in 1983, Cecilia wore her gray-white hair in a perky little
pigtail and she was vivaciously assertive, full of enthusiasm about the
book of poetry she was publishing.  Her friend, Kay Freiberg would print it-
-the only problem being to get the pages trimmed. Cecilia lived in
Lemoyne near the Three Mile Island nuclear reactor, and insisted her
health had declined ever since the near-melt-down.  She was a colorful,
active force in PPS until her demise in 1994.

ONE OF THE GOOD GUYS—JOE WHITTEN....

You may or may not know that our fellow PPS member, Joe Whitten,
is also President of the Alabama Poetry Society, which is undoubtedly
one of the most active of the NFSPS state societies, and sustains that
distinction because of Joe’s energetic leadership.  He not only sees
that a copy of Alabama’s newsletter is available Online,  he also
ferrets out   additional items of interest to poets and e-mails them to
those he feels might be interested in spreading the word.  Great job,
Joe!  Incidentally,  one of the Internet sites Joe mentioned was “Lit
Reactor” which was sponsoring a sonnet contest.  Your temporary
editor checked it out, entered a sonnet, and won!  The site was:
http://litreactor.com/columns/workout-your-brain-write-a-sonnet

If YOU know of an Internet site that would be of interest to other PPS
members,  we would be happy to list it in the next issue of The Sylvan.

 REPORT YOUR WINS AND PUBLICATIONS....

PPS members like to know what contests their poet-friends are
entering, the awards they are winning,  and where their poetry is bring
published.  Members are also interested in poetry-reading events.
Although Pennsylvania is a large state and some of our members live in
other states, too far to attend a particular event, sometimes we get new
ideas for holding readings in our own area.  The Sylvan is a good place
to share that information—snail mail or e-mail particulars.
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POETRY AND BROCCOLI....

“The religious find joy in a prayer,
the profane delight in a curse;

Some see life as an open sports car,
some see their life as a hearse.

(and many more write and delight in
than find audience for their verse.”)

Remember when PBS had Bill
Moyers hosting a program of poetry he
called "Fun With Words?"  I recall
wondering how large an audience was
tuned in.  If it had been a  poetry event in
another country,  I could imagine millions of
eager viewers glued to their sets, but this
was the USA, and I knew that MY family
would not be watching--none of my friends
would be tuned in (except those who write
poetry themselves.) Many people say they
do not like poetry,  and I am sure a
program of poetry would not be high on the
"mustn't miss" list of the general USA
public.

Personally,  I found a few poems and
performances I really enjoyed, and one that
was truly memorable, but the rest I found
easily forgetable, and I could easily
understand why a lot of people say they
don't like poetry, and why poetry in the
United States is like Rodney Dangerfield,
who used to claim, "I don't get no respect."

"Poetry" covers such a broad
spectrum these days that there is surely at
least one kind to appeal to each of us if we
just did a bit of exploring. Just as you might
say you enjoy roast beef and detest
broccoli,  you may say you enjoy "free
verse" but you dislke "rhymed poetry," or
maybe for you it is vice versa.  Perhaps you
are like ex-president George Bush,  who
said, “Broccoli stinks.”  But perhaps you
and George dislike broccoli because you
have never eaten broccoli that was cooked
with a tight cover in a half cup of water at
very high heat,  watched constantly,
removed from the fire just as the last drop
of water evaporates,  and had the cover
removed immediately.  Broccoli made this
way does not stink,  it is incredibly good!
Likewise,  a poem written with choppy
meter and forced rhyme, or totally
incongruous free verse "stinks,"  but a
poem that "flows," has an exciting subject,
excellent rhyme or no rhyme, and clever
words,  can be "delicious."
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Please use the form below to send your registration for the PPS Spring 2013
meeting.

The following map might be helpful for those who have never been to the Allenberry
Playhouse and Resort Center.

.............................................................................................

Please reserve _______places for me at the PPS 2013 Spring Meeting on
April 27th

at $30.00 each for a total of ________.  (Mark envelope  “PPS Luncheon”)

My name is ________________________________________

Address is_________________________________________

                  __________________________________________

Mail to
Marilyn Downing
137 Apple Lane
Hershey,  PA  17033

Meeting starts at 10:00 a.m.

Deadline for reservations (in hand)  April 22nd.
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